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TRI at the IDS in Cologne

“Ultimate simplicity”
The Swiss implant manufacturer TRI Dental Implants is proud to present its latest innovations during the
IDS in Cologne, simplifying implantology even further and aiming to achieve “ultimate simplicity”. Starting
from its revolutionary handling concept TRI Pod to a full range of unique abutments as well as its novel TRI
Digital Services.

TRI Pod
The touchless concept of TRI Pod combines simplicity with an innovative design. This revolutionary concept allows to pick up the implant directly
with the surgical hand-piece in one single step,
thereby ensuring that the TRI SBA surface remains
untouched and the workflow is optimized. The implant can be inserted in three different ways: with
a ratchet, with the surgical handpiece, or by hand.
TRI 2in1 Impression Abutments
A further highlight is going to be the launch of the
TRI 2in1 Impression Abutment. The unique and patented instrument-free handling technology allows
for incredibly simple and safe closed-tray impression taking. Later on, the impression post can be
used as final abutment. The new TRI 2in1 Impression Abutment is unparalleled in terms of simplicity, quality and price.

TRI Pod – ultimate simplicity.

TRI Surgical Kit
The next generation TRI Surgical Kit can be used for
TRI Bone- and Tissue-Level Implants. The Surgical
Kit has been significantly simplified, the number of
components reduced and the use of instruments
made easier by colour-coding them. Furthermore,
TRI is one of the first companies to produce a surgical kit that can be put right into the thermal disinfector without first removing the instruments from
the kit.
TRI Raptor Overdenture Attachment System
The TRI Raptor Abutment range is the newest line
of low profile direct implant overdenture attachments. With a low vertical profile of 2.1 mm and
diameter of 4.4 mm, it is one of the smallest attachment systems on the market. This system offers
multiple solutions for overdenture treatment planning in case of vertical space limitations.

TRI 2in1 Impression Abutment.
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TRI Surgical Kit – next generation surgical kit.

TRI Raptor Abutment.

TRI Friction Abutment
TRI extends its unique TRI Friction technology for
Tissue-Level implants. TRI Friction is a technologically advanced prosthetic connection with a production tolerance of 0.006 mm which guarantees
a perfect and highly precise fit of the prosthetic
components with long-term stability. TRI Friction
avoids screw loosening through rotational stability
and improves the handling through retention of the
abutment even without screw.

tal workflow from Guided Surgery to CAD/CAM solutions. As with every TRI innovation, it is always the
goal to streamline the process as much as possible
and to improve product performance in the hands
of the practitioner at the same time.
True design innovations and ultimate simplicity
aiming to take the surgical performance to a new
level – 100 per cent designed and manufactured in
Switzerland.

TRI + Digital Services
TRI expands its digital service offering TRI+ solutions, guaranteeing a universal implant interface to
leading technology partners in digital dentistry. The
practicioner is seamlessly supported in the full digi-

TRI Friction for a secure connection.

To learn more about the TRI innovations, come
and join us at the IDS in Cologne. You will find us in
Hall 4.2/Stand J39. 
	More information
www.tri-implants.swiss

TRI Digital – interface to the digital world.
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